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The Side Effects of Covid

 

In full disclosure, I am not a medical
Doctor, and this article's focus is the
non-medical side effects of Covid.

In particular, the side effects that require law firms
and their leadership-focused attention include the
following:

Societal withdrawal,
Scattered uncertainty,
Escape from management/leadership (a.k.a.
burnout),
Unsustainable financial results, and
Fundamental structural change.

Societal Withdrawal
 Dr. Larry Richard, who has studied lawyer personalities, shared that "the excellent lawyers

in our study had an average Sociability score of only 12.8% compared to an average of 50%
for the general public".

Sociability, he described as a "desire to interact with people, especially a comfort level in
initiating new, intimate connections with others." Dr. Richard shared that low scorers are
"less inclined to enjoy interacting with others, may prefer to spend more time dealing
with information, the intellect, or interactions that emphasize the mind rather than the
heart."

Enter a pandemic that saw lawyers spend almost two years working in isolation, avoiding
developing new relationships, and minimizing their existing ones. With the pandemic in as
much containment as likely possible, firms are incorrectly assuming that lawyers will pick
up where they left off before the pandemic. Those that found it difficult to embrace
sociability will find it even more challenging as the "tools" required have grown duller from
a lack of use.

This withdrawal will directly impact business development and a willingness to return to
the office full-time to practice law.

To overcome this, firm focus should be on:

dealing with the psychology of coping with introverted behavior, and
aligning business development efforts with the degree of societal withdrawal
lawyers demonstrate. 

Scattered Uncertainty
 An exception will be taken to define the pandemic's two years as focused uncertainty. So,

let's start with a definition.

Uncertainty is a state of doubt about the future or about what is
the right thing to do.

Shortly after the pandemic was understood to be a "game changer," most law firms
recognized that they had to ensure the following:
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Bring technology into the homes of their lawyers and staff,
The technology had to be cloud-based to be most effective,
Develop new communication plans that engaged lawyers and staff, and
Stay on top of finances.

I would see this as "focused uncertainty" for lack of brilliance on my part. While they may
not have known the results/outcomes, they did know where to focus.

Today, not only are the results/outcomes continuing to be unknown, but the number of
issues requiring the focus of law firm leaders has exploded. This has created "scattered
uncertainty" in that firms are now uncertain about what topics should receive the most
significant focus and the timing of this focus. These Issues are as follows:

Hybrid work policies,
Talent war,
Office configuration,
Escalating interest rates and inflation,
Looming recession (some of us believe it is on us already),
Quiet quitting,
Compensation wars,
A decline in post-pandemic partners' incomes,
The escalating cost of technology and its use (many firms recognize it as the second
highest cost displacing facility),
Leadership succession and training, and
Graying of the legal profession.

A common factor in dealing with these uncertainties is that the "heart" will be involved in
the solutions. This runs contrary to the preference of most lawyers who'd rather spend
their time dealing with information, the intellect, or interactions that emphasize the mind
rather than the heart.

The ability to handle "heart-based" decisions should be an
essential consideration when selecting the future leaders of
their firms.

Escape from Management / Leadership
 Burnout is a state of emotional, mental, and often physical exhaustion brought on by

prolonged or repeated stress. Stress in leading law firms is a given (and increasingly so)
due to the nature of the decisions required and the repository of everything negative in
the firm.

A recent Thomson Reuters Institute study indicated that many leaders wanted to return to
law practice and turn away from firm administration. While understandably wishing to do
what you were trained to do, practice law, the satisfaction that used to be derived from
guiding firms has steadily declined. The era of partners wanting to take on the mantle of
management/leadership for the remainder of their careers is ending.

The low level of resilience that is a common trait in lawyers is a contributing factor. A lack
of solid resilience suggests a self-protective quality or defensiveness. This, combined with
the high levels of Autonomy exhibited by many lawyers, has enshrined the perception that
managing lawyers is like "herding cats."1

The old saying that "one stops beating their head against a brick wall cause it feels good"
has started to take on new meaning for law firm leaders. There has been no real stress
break after two years of focused efforts during the height of the pandemic, and signs of
burnout are increasing in law firm leaders' ranks.

Unsustainable Financial Results
 The Thomson Reuters report for the third quarter of 2022 saw the Law Firm Financial

Index (LFFI) remain at its all-time low score of 36. The continued erosion of law firm
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revenues from declining demand and high expense growth extended a five-quarter
downturn as a directional indicator of law firm profitability.

Many firms reported that late 2020 and 2021 were their best financial years.
Unfortunately, many of these same firms will not hold out in 2022 in the same regard.
Many partners did not probe into why they benefited from such financial rewards, instead
adopting to take the money and run (aka spend).

The anticipated demand to bring back pre-covid expenses (travel, conferences, retreats,
and other perks) and unprecedented salary increases have driven up overheads to new
heights. Unfortunately, at the same time, revenues have declined as clients seem to have
an earlier understanding of the economic times they were entering.

It is fair to assume that the flatness or even work decline will continue for some time. If
firms have not adjusted their rates, doing so now could negatively impact the work they
receive going forward. Another recent Thomson Reuters report indicated,

"there is increasing evidence across the legal marketplace
indicating that corporate clients are looking for ways to push
work down to lower-cost legal service providers."2

The escalating compensation wars (remember the Covid bonuses, retention bonuses,
double-digit salary increases) have come home to roost, and clients are reluctant to
participate in the law firm "battles." In classic law firm reaction, the "stealth layoffs" have
already started, and I anticipate they will become public early in 2023.

Not to be too much in the face of law firms, but a  simple reminder that the definition of
insanity is "doing the same thing over and over and expecting a different result!"

Fundamental Structural Change
 The last side effect that has its roots (not all, of course) in the Covid period is the

challenge of a structure that aligns with the practice of law in 2022 and the future. The
changes that have and will continue to drive the need to develop a new functional
structure include the following:

Hybrid work policy (in particular ignoring its reality),
The cost of capital buy-in to the firm,
Ownership percentages,
Lack of desire to be an equity partner by lawyers who are "keepers" (work-life
balance, business development, demand for a simpler life),
Increased in-house opportunities (government and corporate),
Facility costs and configurations,
"Greying" of the legal profession,
 Bar societies/state bars experimenting with broadening ownership/services offered,
and
Lawyers wishing to practice law.

Note: I am not declaring the historical partnership structure to be dead, just like the
billable hour is not finished.

Conclusion 
 Prognosticators have declared it is the time for small to mid-size firms; still, some others

see it as the time of "big law."

To my way of thinking, size has less to do with who will sail through the recession and
more to do with the insight captured by Darwin when he made the following comment:

"It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most
intelligent that survives. It is the one that is most adaptable to
change." – Darwin
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Given the likely timing of this article going into circulation, I hope everyone slows down
and enjoys the seasonal festivities, and I wish you all the best in 2023.

 

1. Herding Cats: The Lawyer Personality Revealed, Dr. Larry Richard
2. 2022 State of US Small Law Firms, Thomson Reuters Institute
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